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Jacobsen Again Sets Industry Standards with the Latest  
Release in its New HR Series of Wide-Area Rotaries 

The all-new HR800™ is the lightest and most power efficient mower in its class 

(Charlotte, N.C. May 5, 2016) – Jacobsen®, a Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) company, 

announced today the launch of the all-new HR800™ 16-foot-wide rotary mower. The 

Jacobsen HR800 weighs nearly 2,000 pounds less than its direct competitor and can mow 

20+ plus acres per hour, making it the best choice for sports fields, parks and green 

spaces, schools, sports fields, airports, commercial grounds and golf courses.  

“What really sets the HR800 apart from its direct competitor are its light weight and an 

incredibly efficient use of power,” said Ben Bruce, Product Manager for Jacobsen. “By 

utilizing a compact chassis design and high strength, high performance steel, there is 

simply less mass to move around, thus requiring less fuel, hydraulic capacity and power.” 

“With the industry’s lightest in-class weight powered by a rugged and reliable 74.3 hp 

Kubota® engine, the HR800 sets a new efficiency and power-to-weight ratio standard,” 

said Bruce. “That efficiency provides a massive cutting capacity of 100+ acres per day – 

making the HR800 the ideal mower for customers who want to spend less time, labor and 

fuel maintaining large areas of grass.”   

The HR800 is the second mower in a new series of wide-area rotary mowers from 

Jacobsen. In February, Jacobsen introduced the HR700, the world’s first and only 14-foot-

wide rotary mower. The series is built on a common narrow platform that easily navigates 

through gates and onto transport trailers. The HR800 is almost two feet narrower than its 

direct competitor.  

Jacobsen understands the importance of operator safety, which is one of reasons the new 

HR800 comes standard with exclusive Tilt Sensor Technology (TST™). This advanced 

safety feature automatically monitors and adjusts mower decks to prevent rollovers in 

hilly conditions.  

“The whole HR series is centered around the operator experience and nothing is more 

important than operator safety,” said Bruce. “Any company or organization that is 

concerned with the safety of its operators will appreciate the HR Series’ Tilt Sensor 

Technology,” said Bruce.  

The superior operator experience extends to the HR800’s optional cab, which was 

designed to integrate seamlessly into the traction unit. The comfortable and ergonomic 

cabin provides reduced noise, vibration and is outfitted with air conditioning and heat, fan, 

ventilation windows, heated windshield, and a premium air suspension seat.  

New SureStrength™ decks constructed with high-strength, high-performance steel deliver 

greater durability in a lighter, more robust design. Q AMP™ variable rate steering provides 

optimal response to operator input to mow effortlessly around obstacles. In addition, a 

new AdaptiCut™ system automatically adjusts mow speed to ensure consistent cut 

performance, even through the thickest grass.  

Users will also find the HR800 is very easy to maintain and operate. Individual hydraulic 

deck motors with self-lubricating integral bearings deliver cutting power to each blade and 

require no daily maintenance. The HR800 boasts nearly half the daily grease points of its 

direct competitor.  
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“We’ve launched a mower that can cut 20+ acres per hour and literally weighs nearly a ton 

less than its direct competitor and is narrow enough to fit on a standard transport trailer,”  

said David Withers, President & CEO of Jacobsen. “The HR800 provides a distinct advantage  

to anyone maintaining large areas of grass. We’ve already seen great demand for the HR700 

and we fully expect that to continue with the release of the HR800.” 

About Jacobsen 

With over 95 years of experience in the turf maintenance industry, Jacobsen, a Textron 

Inc. (NYSE: TXT) Company, has built a legacy of precision craftsmanship, legendary 

quality of cut and unmatched expertise. Dedicated solely to delivering perfectly groomed 

turf, Jacobsen equipment is used on some of the finest formal turf areas across the United 

States and the world, through an extensive distribution network and the international 

Ransomes brand. Additional information about Jacobsen can be found at jacobsen.com. 

About Textron Inc. 

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, 

defense, industrial and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions 

and services. Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell 

Helicopter, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, 

Textron Systems, and TRU Simulation + Training. For more information visit: textron.com.  

Certain statements in this press release may project revenues or describe strategies, goals, outlook or other 
non-historical matters; these forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and 
we undertake no obligation to update them. These statements are subject to known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results to differ materially from those expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking statements. 

For further information please contact Adam C. Slick, Senior Marketing & 

Communications Manager, Jacobsen 704.504.4867 aslick@textron.com 

 

 

 

The all-new Jacobsen HR700 wide-area 

rotary mower has the ability to cut up to 

25% more grass than a traditional 11-foot 

rotary mower.  

The all-new Jacobsen 16-foot-wide HR800™ 
from Jacobsen weighs nearly 2,000 pounds 
less than its direct competitor.   

The Jacobsen HR800™ provides a cutting 
capacity of 100+ acres per day.   

The wing decks on the all-new HR800 fold neatly up and out of 
the operator’s view for excellent visibility. The HR800 is almost 
two feet narrower than its direct competitor and easily fit 
through gates and onto transport trailers.  

The all-new Jacobsen 16-foot-wide HR800™ from 

Jacobsen is available with an optional cab that features 
several safety and comfort features.  
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